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Purely Privative Vowel -Feature Systems
as a Generative Theory: Fixing Certain

Problems with Particle Phonology

Henry Churchyard
The University of Texas

O.Introduction

The goal of this paper is to develop a fully formalized, (i.e. generative) privative
vowel -feature theory which is a viable alternative to conventional feature theory for
vowels. To do this, certain revisions to the theory of Particle Phonology will be proposed.

1.Previous Privative Theories

There have been several theories which describe vowels using privative (single -valued)
features, which have no active negative feature values (cf. Trubetzkoy 1969 [1939]). One
early privative vowel -feature theory was the analysis of the Korean vowel system in
Martin (1951). The following chart shows this analysis, with the original notation
changed so that privative features are denoted by capitalized vowel symbols (e.g. I, U
etc.), as is the current frequent practice:

1)
I [hi] [hi] U [hi] /1/ // /u/
I [mid] UI [mid] [mid] U [mid] /e/ /ö/ // /o/
I [lo] [lo] /E/ /a/
Note that this theory is not purely privative, since it has a non -privative multivalued

height feature. A purely privative vowel feature theory would have a set ofprivative
features, and all vowels would be described simply in terms of the presence and absence
of such features. But this by itself does not seem to be an adequate theory ofvowel rep-
resentations; for example, if there are three privative features (A, I, and U), then no more
than eight vowels can be represented: 0./i/, { A) = /a/, { I ) =/i/, { U } /u/, {AI ) = /e /,
{AU } = /o /, { I U } = /y /, {AI U )46/.

One way of supplementing the simple purely privative theory is to allow privative
features to have various kinds of relationships to each other within a vowel representation.
I call such theories structured privative theories. Two recent structured privative
vowel -feature theories are Dependency Phonology (Anderson and Ewen 1987, Lass 1984,
Anderson and Jones 1974) and Particle Phonology (Schane 1984a,1984b). In dependency
phonology, if a privative feature is present it can be part of a vowel representation in
several different ways (it can be hierarchically subordinated, cöordinated, or superordin-
ated to other privative features, or be in a non -hierarchical relationship). The following
chart exemplifies one notation used in dependency phonology (here the sequential linear
ordering relationship between the privative features is not specified):
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I I, U a U 2) Iii /y/
I4A I, U'A 94A U *A /e/ /ö/
IAA I, USA aA UgA /E / /ce/

A =I A4U /æ/

/4-/ /u/
// /o/
/3/ /0/

/Y3/

A /a/
In the alternative dependency phonology notation in the following chart, the temporal

simultaneity of the features is explicitly expressed:

3)
I if a u ¡il /y/ /}/ /u/

I I,U a U

I I I I
/e/ /ö/ /a/ /0/

A A A A

I:A I,U:A a:A U:A /E/ /CL/ /3/ /D/

A A
I

I /æ/ /n/
I U

A /a/

In particle phonology, if a "particle" (feature) is present it can be singly present or

multiply present, as shown below:

I IU - U
4) /i/ /y/ 14/ /u/

IA IUA A UA /e/ /ö/ /e/ /o/

IAA I UAA UAA /E/ 1W //
AA /a/

There are several potential advantages that a structured privative vowel-feature theory

has over conventional (SPE -type) feature theory. In a privative feature theory, relative

vowel markedness is encoded directly into phonological representations (i.e. the

unmarked segment /i/ is represented simply with the single feature I, while the unmark-

edness of /i/ is not so apparent in its conventional feature representation [+hi, -back; rnd,

-low]).

Also, a structured privative theory can potentially deal with gradient changes (e.g. a

change that affects a number of vowels which are of different heights by lowering or

raising each vowel by one degree of height); see Hayes (1988) etc. Finally, a privative

vowel feature theory can handle monophthongization as the union of the features in the

representations of the two merging vowels (e.g. /ai/ --> /e:/ can be represented as [A) { I}

--> [AID, as was already pointed out in Martin (1951). (In conventional, non-privative,

feature theory, by contrast, combining the feature specifications of two segments will

often lead to the presence of conflicting opposite values for the same feature.) Similarly,
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diphthongization can be handled as splitting of features.

1.1.Problems

Though privative vowel feature theories have certain specific advantages, this still does
not necessarily mean that structured privative theories are an overall viable alternative to
conventional feature theory for vowels. And in fact there are problems with the struc-
tured privative theories that have been proposed so far.

One problem that a system of phonological representations is not in itself a fully
developed and formalized generative phonological theory; there must also be a formalism
for specifying natural classes of segments, and a formalism for expressing phonological
processes as rules. In the case of dependency phonology, it is not clear that there is any
one such formalization which is accepted as a common starting point by all or most
authors. For one example of natural class specifications in dependency phonology, see
Anderson and Ewen (1987:32,127). Any rule formalism for dependency phonology
would have to deal with the question of how one relationship between two privative
features can be transformed into other relationships.

In particle phonology, a rudimentary natural class formalization is given in a footnote
(Schane 1984a:153), but never used. Rules are informally stated as "add particle X" or
"delete particle Y ", but there doesn't appear to be a real formalism for stating rules, or a
consistent way of interpreting how the change introduced by a phonological rule will be
realized in the case of each segment that is affected by the phonological rule. For
example, suppose there is an umlaut -type process { u, o } --> { y, ö } / co i in a
language. This could be formalized in SPE theory as the phonological rule [ +rnd, -lo]
--> [ -bak ] / Co [ +hi, -bak ] , or in older autosegmental theory as:

[ -bak] 5)

Co v It could also be formalized in feature geometric
+lo [ +hi ] terms, etc., but I can't come up with an equiv-

alent formal rule statement in particle phonology.

In this paper, I will try to see if purely privative vowel feature systems can be
developed into a fully generative phonological theory. More or less arbitrarily, I will take
particle phonology as my starting point.

1.1.1.Particle Phonology

Before particle phonology can be developed into a theory of phonological processes,
there are first some problems with particle phonology as a theory of phonological
representations that must be fixed.

First, there are no clear restrictions on the combinatorial possibilities of particles in
vowel representations. To start with, it is somewhat unclear whether any combination of
particles is permissible as the representation of some individual vowel (e.g. is I IA a
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possible representation, or IAAA, or IUUAAA ?). Also, it is unclear if there are any
constraints on what kinds of vowel representations can occur together as parts of a phono-
logical vowel system. (But see Bickford 1984:33 -35 for one possible constraint.)

The second problem is that particle theory has tried both to provide unmarked vowels
with simple particle representations, and also to provide vowels of the same tongue height
with representations having the same number of A particles. But there is a conflict in the
case of the unmarked low vowel /a/. If /a/ is represented with at least as many A's as any
other vowel in the particular system, then the overall complexity of the vowel system, and
not individual vowel markedness, is being encoded into its representation:

6)
I /i/ - /}/ U /u/ I /1/ - /}/ U /u/
IA /e/ UA /o/ vs. IA /e/ A /a/ UA /o/

A /a/ IAA /£ / UAA /D/
AA /a/

Finally, the third problem is that assimilatory processes should be formulated as feature
spreading. But in standard particle theory, vowel raising can only be formulated as the
deletion of A particles, so that the raising of a vowel next to a high vowel will have to be
formulated as the deletion of a feature specification, triggered by the absence of this
feature specification in a nearby segment (since particles are privative entities), which is

an undesirable result (apparent "delinking spread "). For example, the Old English change
--> e /Co i (Campbell 1959:76) could be formulated as the spreading of [ -low]

in conventional feature theory, but this assimilation process could not be represented as
feature spreading in the particle phonology formulation IAA --> IA /,co I.

2.Revisions to Standard Particle Theory

I will attempt to solve these problems by revising the theory of particle phonology.

2.1.Particle Tokens vs. Particle Linkings

In the revised theory of particle phonology to be presented here, vowel represen-
tations will contain single or multiple linkings with each of the three particles (privative
features) I, U, or A (rather than containing multiple particle tokens or occurrences, as in
Schane's theory). So /e/ would not be represented as IAA (with two A particle tokens),
but as having two linkings with a single A particle:

7)
/E/

I A

2.2.Constant Number of Linkings

A basic principle of the new theory is that all the vowels in a given system must be
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represented using the same number of linkings (1, 2, or 3, and perhaps even 4), a paramet-
rization vaguely reminiscent of Goldsmith (1987). In a vowel system with a non -round
vowel inventory of /i /, /% /e /, and /a/, for example, the representations of all the vowels
(not just /e/) would have a total of three linkings:

8)
/i/ /e/ /a/

(15
I A A

Now unmarked /a/ does not have a representation any more complex than that of also -

unmarked ii/. So the second problem of the three in 1.1.1 above is solved.

2.3.Inventories

The basic typology of vowel system inventories predicted by this theory is enumerated
below (where the vowel systems of actual languages can show "gaps" when compared to
these predicted inventories). When the overall system linking- number is 1, abasic three-

vowel system emerges (cf. Classical Arabic):

9)

I

A

I

U

/a/

If the overall linking- number is 2, then there is a standard five -vowel system, plus /y /:

10) 6 / \ /i/ /y/ /u/
I I U U

A A\ /e/ /o/
I A U A

n /a/

For convenience, in the rest of this paper a "flattened" notation will be used, where
IA2 or IAA is notationally equivalent to the representation in figure (7) above. So two
or more identical particle symbols in a vowel representation will mean, for example, a
doubly -linked A particle (and not the occurrence of two separate A particles, as in
standard particle phonology). For comparison, the linking- number 2 system of (10) is
repeated here in this "flattened" notation:
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11) II IU UU /i/ /y/ /u/
IA UA /e/ /o/

AA /a/
If the overall linking- number is 3, then we get a standard seven -vowel system, with

some round non -back vowels also allowed:

12) III IIU IUU UUU /i/ /y/ /4/ /u/
IIA IUA UUA /e/ /ö/ /o/
IAA UAA /e/ /D/

AAA /a/
In the revised theory of particle phonology, the constraint that all vowels have the same

number of linkings results in a limited typology of representations and vowel systems. So
the first problem of the three above is solved. (Note that a vowel system's overall
representational linking number reflects how finely the phonetic vowel space is being
divided in that system.)

2.4.Redundant Linkings

Many of the linkings in the vowel representations in (10) /(11) and (12) are somewhat
redundant. For example, if one knows that a certain representation contains only linkings
with the particle I, and also that it occurs as part of a vowel system with an overall
linking number of 2, then the fact that the I particle is doubly-linked in I I = /i/ is totally
redundant. So we can say that the representations of the peripheral vowels /i /, /a/, and /u/
in the linking- number 2 system each contain one distinctive linking (which specifies the
presence of the particle in the representation), and one redundant linking. If redundant
linkings are written using lower case letters in the "flattened" notation, then the linking -

number 2 system will look like this:

13) Ii IU UU /i/ /y/ /u/
IA UA /e/ /o/

Aa /a/
Further, if we say that in a representation I is assumed to have a greater number of

linkings than U or A (unless there is an explicit specification to the contrary), and that in
the absence of I, U is assumed to have a greater number of linkings than A (again, unless
there is a explicit specification to the contrary), then many of the linkings in the represen-
tations of the non - peripheral vowels in the linking- number 3 system will also be
redundant:

14) Iii IiU IUU Uuu /i/ /y/ /i/ /u/
IiA IUA UuA /e/ /ö/ /o/
IAA UAA /e/ /3/

Aaa /a/
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Thus there is a default linking hierarchy I > U > A. The markedness of a vowel

depends both on the number of different particle types in its representation, and the

number of non -redundant linkings in the representation. Note that "redundant" linkings

are not underspecified in the conventional sense (where underlyingly absent information

is filled in at some definite stage of the phonological derivation, after which it has exactly

the same status in phonological representations as does information that is underlyingly

specified and unpredictable). Rather, redundant linkings do not need to be filled in at

any particular point in the derivation, but are potentially available at every point in the

derivation. An analogy to this type of redundancy in conventional feature theory might

be if a [ -low] feature value could automatically be reconstructed for any [ +high] segment

at any stage of the derivation (without ever having to explicitly fill in [- low]).

2.5.Central/Back Unrounded Vowels

The particles I, U, and A are interpreted as privative features, expressing
phonologically non -default positions of the articulators (fronted tongue position, rounded

lips, lowered tongue body)1. Unfronted unrounded vowels cannot be represented with I

or U, raising the question of how to represent non -low unrounded central/back vowels in

the constant linking- number system. One answer is to assume that vowel representations

can have some linldngs which are not connected to any of the particles. This can be

visualized as a kind of "place- holder" particle "0 ".

The place- holder particle does not represent any particular articulatory gesture in itself;

only the lack of either a tongue -fronting gesture, a lip- rounding gesture, or a tongue -

lowering gesture. It is a formal entity without featural content, which "dilutes" the

featural content of the other particles (i.e. a non- peripherality operator). I assume that its

place in the default linking hierarchy is I > U > 0 >A, and that it is impossible to specify

multiple distinctive linkings with it (so that 0 cannot have more than one linking if it

cöoccurs in a representation with I or U). The following representations involving the

place -holder particle are possible:

15) Linking -

Linking- Linking- number 3:
number 1: number 2:

Oo // Ooo

0 / ../ OA /a/ 0 oA /a/

A /a/ Aa /a/ OAA /A/
Aaa /a/

Note that rounded and unrounded central vowels are represented completely differently

here (e.g. IUU /u /vs. Ooo /i/). Representations where 0 cöoccurs with I or U
represent lax vowels, rather than central vowels (I 0 and U 0 can be the representations of

lax /I/ and /U/ in a linking- number 2 system -- see section 4 below).

3.Phonological Processes

To express phonological processes there must be a formalism for specifying natural

(1) And not as being actual fully- articulated vowel sounds in themselves (as in "charm" theory).
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classes of segments and an accompanying phonological rule formalism.

3.1.Natural Classes

Counting predicates (e.g. "the class of vowels whose representations contain exactly
two linkings with the A particle "), should not be allowed in specifying natural classes?
Instead, three types of predicates are used, one expressing "absence" of some particular
particle in a vowel representation, another expressing "presence" of a particle predicate,
and a third expressing "maximal presence" of a particle. These predicates can be used
alone or in combination to specify natural classes. They are written with the following
notations (where "P" stands for the particle referred to by the predicate):

16) 16 -- the class of vowel representations which do not have
any linkings with the particle being referred to.

P -- the class of vowel representations which contain one
or more linkings of with the particle being referred to.

-- the class of vowel representations which have a maximal
number of linkings (in some context) with the particle.

Pmag

These three predicates can be applied to any of the particles I, U, 0, or A, or to the
symbol T (a cover symbol for the "non- aperture" particles I, U, and 0 ), except that
0 is disallowed (as not having any consistent articulatory interpretation). The ability to
refer to the absence of a particle appears to conflict with the interpretation of particles as
privative features, but it is necessary if being able to count the number of linkings with
particles is to be avoided (and it will be seen in 3.2 that the absence of a particle is not
being treated as an active feature value).

These are the natural classes which can be specified from the complete linking- number
two inventory (except for vowels represented using the place- holder particle):

17) Ii IU
IA

Aa

[I] = /i, e, y/[T] = /i, e, y,
[UA] = /o/
['max] = /i/
[X] = /u, o, a/
[16A] = /e, a/
[Ui] = /u, y/

Uu
UA

/1/ /y/ /u/
/e/ /o/

[U] = /u, o ,y/
u, o/ [TA] =
[IA] = /e/
[Umaa] = /u/[0] = /i, e, a/
[ZA] = /a, o/
[114] = /i, y/

/a/
[A] = /e, a, o/

/e, o/
[IU] = /y/
[Amax] = /a/
[14l = /i, y, u/
[XU] = /u, o/
[I1ó] = /i, e/

(2) Note that the distinction made in section 2.3 above between systems with overall constant
linking- numbers of 1, 2, 3, etc. is approximately analogous to the distinction between
monomoraic, bimoraic, and trimoraic syllables, and is not an undesirable counting relationship
such as that in "devoice the third segment to the left ".
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Only logical conjunction between predicates is needed; logical disjunction ( "curly
brackets ") is not needed. Notice that all (and only) the non -empty sets of segments which
would be generated in the conventional feature system (by combining +, -, and O feature
values of [high], [low], [round], and [back] on the inventory /i /, /e /, /y /, /a/, /u /, /o/) are

also generated here by combinations of the particle absence, presence, and maximality
predicates.

Below is the more complex example of the specification of all possible natural classes
from the entire linking- number 3 inventory (including central/back unrounded vowels
represented using the "place- holder" particle "):

18) Iii IiU IUU
IiA IUA
IAA

[A]
[U]
[T]

Coo Uuu /i/ /y/ /4/ /}/ /u/
OoA UuA /e/ /ö/ /a/ loi
OAA UAA /e/ /A/ //

¡Aaa
/a/

e, ö, 2 , /1 , a, "D, o/ [I] _ /i, e, E, y, ö, it./
o, 'D, y, ö, Je/ [O] = /}, a, Al

il., 4-, a, A, u, 0, le, e, y, 0,
[ IA] = /e, E,
[A0] = /a, A/
[Amax] = [x] = /a/
[IAmax] = /e/
[UmaxA] = /o/
[ Omax] = /4/

ö/ [UA] = /o, ö/
[TA] = /e, e, ö, a, A,

[ Imax] = /i/
[ ImaxA] = /e/
[ IUmax] = /tt/
[OA,] = /A/

[Tmax] = [X] = /i, y, tt, }, u/
[TmaxA] = /e, ö, a, o/
[X] = /}, c7, A, a, 7, o, u/
[XA] = /2, A, a, , o/
[VIA] = /e, E ,2 , A , a/
[ZU] = /u, o,D /
[ XUA] = /o, D/ [ IOA] _ /e,

[ IU] = /y, 0, tt/
o, D/ [ IUA] = /ö/

[Umax] = /u/
[ UAmax l =
[ImaxU] = /y/
[ OmaxA] = /a/

[ TAmax ] = le, A , D/
[0] = /í, e, e, a,
[I] = /i, y, .1:*/

[UA] = /u, y, tt/[IO] = /i, e, e/
e/ MA] = /y, tr/

(XX] = /u, }/ [TM] = /i, 4/
[VA] = /a, A , a/

[IO] = /},2, n, a/

Note the more complex combinations of predicates that are necessaryhere. When a
maximality predicate cöoccurs with a presence predicate they jointly specify a vowel rep-
resentation which has as many linkings as possible with the particle in the maximality
predicate, consistent with its also having one linking with the particle in the presence
predicate.

The effects of the individual conventional feature values [ ±high], [ ±back], [+mound],

and [±low] can roughly be duplicated with particle specifications in the following way:
[ +high] =[4(], [- high] =[A], [ +back] =[f ], [- back] =[I], [+rnd] =[U], [- rnd] =[]d], [- low] =[T],

and [ +low] = [Amax] =[71. But since the central rounded vowel /ht/ is represented with I
(effectively "[- back] ") and U (effectively "[ +round] "), this vowel participates in natural
classes in a somewhat different way than in the conventional feature system (where
central rounded vowels are often described as [ +back; round,+labial]).
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3.2.Rule Formalisms

In the new theory, phonological processes affecting vowel quality are formulated as

rules which add a linking with a certain particle to representations that meet a certain

natural -class specification and occur in a certain environment:3

19)

. . . [spec].] [spéc2] [spec3] . . .

A linking with particle "P" (which can be either I, U, A, 0, or T4) is added to a
segment with the specification [spec2], in the environment [spec 1] [spec3]. Since all

vowels in a system have the same number of particle linkings in their representations, one

of the already -existing linkings must be deleted whenever a new particle linking is added

to a representation by a rule (in order to maintain the constant system linking -number),

and conventions on rule application are necessary to specify which linking is to be then

deleted:
First, a linking with the same particle that is being linked by the phonological rule is

never deleted, if it is possible to delink somewhere else, to avoid vacuity (e.g. I iA + I

cannot result in I iA). Secondly, if the phonological rule adds a linking with the A

particle (i.e. is a change of vowel lowering), and the representation contains linkings with

only one type of "tonality" particle (i.e. I, U, or 0), then a linking with that tonality
particle is deleted (e.g. I iA + A --> IAA).

Thirdly, if a linking with A is being added to a representation with more than one type

of tonality particle, then only a redundant linking can be deleted (if there are no redundant

linkings, then none of the linkings can be deleted). Fourthly, if the phonological rule is

adding a linking with a tonality particle, then a linking with A can be deleted only if the

vowel representation already contains a tonality particle of the same type which is being

added by the rule, or if the vowel representation is [Amax] (here there is a change of

vowel raising, possibly combined with fronting or rounding in the case of /a/).

Fifth and lastly, if the rule is adding a linking with a tonality particle, and the represen-

tation does not already contain that tonality particle, and is not [Amax], then only a link-

ing of a multiply -linked tonality particle can be deleted (except that if there is an incom-
patibility5 between the tonality particle being added and a singly - linked tonality particle,

then the latter can be deleted). If there are no multiply -linked tonality particles, and no

(3) Explicit delinking rules are avoided (except when a representation which contains both I
and U "decays" by losing all links with one or the other).

(4) Adding a linking with T means that a linking with I is added to representations that
already contain I, a linking with U is added when U is already present but not I, and 0 is
added when neither I nor U is present.

(5) This might simply be that there is no room for two tonality particles (if the overall system
linking- number is 1), or might be a language - particular constraint against certain types of
particle combinations.
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incompatibility, then no linkings can be deleted.6 (Here there is a change of fronting or
rounding, without a change in height.) The purpose of these five constraints is to prevent
simple rules from expressing strange diagonal leaps across the vowel space.

3.3.Raising as Assimilation

Here vowel raising can be represented as an assimilatory process. Note that the two
changes a --> e / _Co i and e --> i / _Co i (taking place in a linking -
number 2 vowel system), can be collapsed into a single phonological rule in the new
particle theory. By contrast, both standard particle theory and conventional feature theory
would need two separate rules here (conventional feature theory's difficulties in dealing
with such a gradient vowel- height process are well known, while Schane would need two
rules which could not be readily collapsed formally: A --> AI and AI --> I). The
following unified rule adds a new linking with I to target vowel representations which do
not already contain a linking with U (when the following trigger vowel's representation
contains a maximal number of linkings with I):

20) I

[T'6] Co [Imax]

When I is linked to the representation Aa, a linking with A is deleted (since a linking
with atonality particle is being added to [Am]), resulting in IA. Similarly, IA is
changed to I i (since the representation IA already contains a tonality particle of the
type that is being added). (The rule does not apply, or applies vacuously, to I i = /i /.)
With a slight adjustment to the formalism, this rule can be written as a spreading rule
which creates shared structure, expressing the assimilatory nature of the process, so that
the third of the three problems mentioned in section 1.1.1 above has been solved.
(However,this feature system would not be able to represent [ +back] spreading as
assimilation.)

21) I

[V1] Co [ max]

4.Phonologized Short -vowel Laxness

This revised theory of particle phonology is still able to represent the connection
between laxness and the A particle which Schane uses to explain such phenomena as the
Vulgar Latin merger of /e:/ and /1 /. In systems where laxness is correlated with short

(6) In the situations where the general delinking algorithm does not license the deletion of any
of the previously -existing linkings, either rule application must be blocked, or there must be an
increase by 1 in the overall system linking- number for all subsequent stages of the derivation (a
kind of non -structure- preserving change).
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vowels, laxness is represented by a surface feature [±tense], unrelated to the particles. BLit

suppose that a correlation of laxness with short vowels can become phonologized, so that

short vowels contain a single linking with the place- holder particle in their represen-

tations, indicating a "dilution" in the intensity of the peripheral articulations signified by

the other particles in the representation. Then the following would be the linking- number

2 and linking -number 3 systems with such phonologized short-vowel laxness:

22) Ii IU Uu /i:/ /y:/ /u:/
IO UO /I/ /U/

IA UA /e:/ /o:/
/a/, /A/

Aa /a:/

Iii IiU IUU Uuu /i:/ /y:/ /-u:/ /u:/
Ii0 IU0 Uu0 /I/ /Y/ /U/

IiA IUA UuA /e:/ /ö:/ /o:/
IAO UAO /E/ /0/
IAA UAA /e:/ /a/, // / /3: /

Aaa /a:/
Note that these systems allow one more mid long vowel than mid short vowel; here

short vowels are relatively marked, since they contain one more type ofparticle than the

corresponding long vowel does (generally, long vowels are more marked because of their

more complex doubly-linked representation in prosodic theories of length). Some

historical examples for the linking-number 2 system are Sanskrit and (reconstructed) early

North -West Semitic dialects; for the linking- number 3 system the early Attic and Ionic

dialects of classical Greek. And languages in Maddieson (1984) that seem to have fewer

short mid vowels than long mid vowels (as described in the segment inventory charts) are

German, Kurdish, Hindi -Urdu, Dagbani, Arabic, Khmer, Telefol, and Ojibwa.

In the systems in (22) the "place holder" particle is not distinctive (short vowels have it

and long vowels don't). If the opposition between the place- holder particle 0 (indicating

diluted peripherality) and the aperture particle A is neutralized, the vowel inventory

which can be specified by the system remains exactly the same. (The merged particle is

interpreted as laxness in short vowels, and as lower tongue height in long vowels.) But

the correlation between long and short vowel representations is now altered: I iA (using

A to symbolize the merged particle) represents both short /I/ and long /e: /. Thus the

merger of the two sounds is predicted if the short/long contrast is lost:

23)
Ii IU Uu /i:/ /y:/ /u:/
IA Uli /e:/ /o:/ /I/ /U/

Áá /a:/ /a/, /A/
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24)
Iii IiU IUU Uuu

IUA UuA

IF. Ußß
Aáá

5.Underlying Underspecification

In this feature system, we can simply say that surface -redundant linkings are never
underlyingly specified. So the underlying form of the representations in the linking -

number 2 and 3 systems would be the following (representations that only occur in the
linking -number 3 system are in parentheses):

/i:/ /y:/ /e:/ /u:/
/e:/ /ö:/ /o:/ /I/ /y/ /U/

/e:/ /0:/ /E/ /0/
/a : / /a /, /A/

I IU (IUU) U 25) /i/ /y/ /4/ /u/
IA (IUA) UA /e/ /ö/ /o/

( IAA) (UAA) /e / /D/

A /a/
6.Turkish

In this section, the revised theory of particle phonology will be applied to the well -
known case of Turkish. Turkish has the following surface vowel- inventory:

26) Iii IiU 00o Uuu /i/ /y/ /}/ /u/
IiA IUA UuA /e/ /ö/ /o/

Aaa /a/
This is the linking -number 3 inventory, with two additional language specific con-

straints: no surface vowel representation can contain multiple distinctive linkings with the
same particle (so that no representation in (26) has two identical capital letters), and 0
cannot cöoccur with any other particle in a vowel representation. (The vowel system
must have a linking number of 3, since the vowel /ö/ has three different particles in its
representation.)

Note that if the output of the delinkíng- algorithm for rule -application (in section 3.2
above) violates either of these constraints, then the output will have to be fixed up. Thus
a process which adds a linking with I to the representation Aaa cannot result in the
representation IAA, due to the requirement of structure preservation with respect to the
constraint on distinctive linkings. Instead, I iA would have to be the result.

6.1.Opaque Segments in Harmony

In many analyses of vowel harmony systems, there is a three -way contrast in under-
lying specifications for a particular feature (i.e. [ +F], [ -F], and lack of specification, or
"[OF] "). Feature values spread from segments underlyingly specified with one (or both)
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of the values for [F] onto segments underlyingly unspecified for the feature [F], but
cannot spread onto or past segments underlyingly specified with the opposite value of [F]
(i.e. "opaque" segments). If no feature value is spread onto an unspecified segment, then

one or the other of the feature values will be filled in later by a redundancy rule.

It is generally difficult to replicate such analyses with privative features, since privative
features are simply either "present" or "absent ". However in a structured privative theory,
a feature can have several different relationships with other features when it is present (in
this theory, the possibility of multiple linkings), so that it may be possible to capture the
phenomenon of opaque segments (although structured privative analyses cannot parallel
conventional feature theory analyses in any detailed way).

6.2.Turkish Vowel Harmony

In this section opaqueness effects in Turkish vowel harmony will be analyzed in terms
of the revised theory of particle phonology. In Turkish, suffix vowels agree in [ ±back]
and [+ound] with the vowels of the root, except that rounding cannot spread onto, or
past, anon -high suffix vowel. So suffixes generally contain instances of a non -high
archivowel "A" or a high archivowel "I ", and not fully specified vowels. The following
assimilations occur:

27) /i/
/e/
/41
/a/
/y/
/ö/
/u/
/o/

+ "A"
+ "A"
+. "A"
+ "A"
+ HAIT
+ " A "
+ "A"
+ "A"

= =>
= =>
= =>
= =>
= =>
= =>
= =>
__>

/i/ + /e/
/e/ + /e//4/ + /a/
/a/ + /a/
/y/ + /e/
/0/ + /e/
/u/ + /a/
/o/ + /a/

/i/
/e/
/4/
/a/
/y/
/ö/
/u/
/o/

In addition however, there are also lexically specified opaque vowels (mainly /a/, /e /,
Ii/, /o /, and /u/), which are unaffected by, and block, spreading from the left; a sequence
of archivowels to the right of an opaque vowel will agree with the opaque vowel. (See
Clements and Sezer 1982 for a detailed analysis in terms of conventional feature theory.)
So at the stage of the derivation where vowel harmony applies, the archivowels will have
to be distinguished featurally from opaque vowels. Since /4/ does not occur as an opaque
vowel (Clements and Sezer 1982:224,228,232), Ii/ and the high archivowel "I" can have
the same representation, so that it is "A" whose representation must be distinct from the
representations of any of the opaque vowels.

I assume that vowel harmony does not apply at the surface level, where representations
are as in (26), but at an underspecified level, where representations are more as in (25)
above (i.e. there are no redundant linkings). Here opaque /a/ has two linkings with A,
while the archivowel "A" has one, and both /4/ and "I" are completely underspecified:

28) I IU - U /i/ /y/
IA IUA A UA /e/ /ö/

AA
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In vowel harmony, the particle I is free to spread rightward to any vowel represen-

tation which has no linkings, or has only a single linking with A. The U particle can only

spread rightwards to a representation without any particle linkings (the high archivowel

"1 "). After vowel harmony has occurred, representations which still do not have any

linkings (high archivowels which have been unaffected by vowel harmony, and the
unspecified representations of root vowel Ii/) are provided with a linking with the particle

Q by a default rule. Then all the representations which have only one or two linkings are

supplied with redundant linkings according to the linking hierarchy, so that all vowel

representations will satisfy the constant linking -number requirement. The following

derivation shows how harmony would apply to the sequence /6/-"I"-"A"-"I"-/a/-"P-"A",
where /a/ is an opaque vowel. Here linkings with U and A will be written above and

linkings with I will be written below, to simplify the graphic representation of the shared

structures created by spreading:

29)

Input:

(repres-
entation)

Vowel
Harmony

0 Redund-
ancy Rule

Constant
linking #

Output:

o

"An /a/ "A"

A - AA - A

A
(A) 1A

o t3 0 ó

o
A

o

A 0 A

ú w

IUA IiU IiA Iii Aaa Ooo Aaa

/ö/ /ü/ /e/ /i/ /a/ / / /a/
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7.Conclusion

By revising particle phonology (assuming that vowel representations contain linkings

with particles, rather than occurrences ofparticle tokens, and imposing the constant
linking- number requirement and the default-linking hierarchy I > U > 0 > A), some of

the problems of particle phonology have been solved. By developing it into a full,
formalized generative theory, it has been shown that purely privative vowel feature
theories may possibly be a viable alternative to conventional feature theory.

There are some questions which naturally arise about the nature of the linked vowel

representations in the revised theory. What is the nature of the multiple linkings to
particles? What does it really mean to say, for example, that I is linked twice in a

representation, while A is linked once? Although the number of linkings with a particle

appears to represent the relative strength of the articulations denoted by the particle, it is

not really adequate to say that the number of linkings that a particle has is the value of a

multivalued feature (e.g. [OU], [lU], [2U], [3U]). It is better to say that the number of

linkings of each of the particles, all taken together, form a kind of triangular cöordinate

system, by means of which each of the vowels in a system is located. The overall system

linking -number reflects how finely this cöordinate system divides up the whole vowel

space.

7 . i .Feature Geometry

A final question is the relationship between this theory and feature geometry. What is

the node to which particles are linked in representations such as (7) above? How can

these representations be integrated into feature geometry? In feature geometry there is

not any node that would immediately dominate all the vowel features:

Place
30)

LAB COR DORS PHARYN

I A

So possibly the node to which particles are linked can be identified as the Place node of

feature geometry, where U replaces [ +round], I replaces [- back], and A replaces

[- high] /Now]. It is difficult to see any relevance for consonant representations of the
idea of multiple linkings with the same privative feature. If one were to collapse the
distinction between U and [LAB], then perhaps round consonants could be represented
with two linkings with U /[LAB], while merely labial consonants would have one linking
with U /[LAB]. In any case, there would not be anything corresponding to the constant
linking -number requirement, since consonants do not cluster in a continuous auditory
"space" in the same way that vowels do.

* Thanks to Don Weeda and Valerie Wallace for some provocative comments on the idea of
revisions to particle phonology, to Armin Mester for comments on this paper, and for pointing
out some relevant examples, and to John Choi for a bibliographic correction.
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